INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to develop a surface runoff plan for the reduction of
sediment and total phosphorus into Lauderdale Lakes, Walworth County, Wisconsin.
The U.S. Geological Survey conducted an intensive hydrology and water quality study of
Lauderdale Lakes for the period November 1, 1993, through October 31, 1994, which
was published in 1996 (Garn, et. al). The USGS study determined that 51 percent of the
phosphorus load entering the lake was from surface runoff. Approximately 75 percent of
the surface runoff load was from direct sheet flow into the lake. The remaining 25
percent of the load was derived from five tributary drainage areas, four of which were
monitored. This study selected the two tributary areas that contributed the highest
phosphorus loading. The first area is on the north side of Green Lake, identified in this
study as the “North Watershed”, and the second is an area directly south of Don Jean
Bay, which will be identified in this study as the “South Watershed” (See Figure 1).
These two areas consisted of approximately 18% of the surface runoff load. This project
will predict total suspended sediment and total phosphorus loads to the lake and
recommends best management practices to reduce this loading.
This study was funded through a Lake Planning Grant from the Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources. The Lauderdale Lake Management District provided local cost share
for the grant. The Walworth County Land Conservation Department provided technical
assistance.

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREAS
LOCATIONS
As previously stated, two tributary areas were selected for study in this project. The first
area is on the north side of Green Lake, identified in this study as the “North Watershed”,
and the second is an area directly south of Don Jean Bay, which will be identified in this
study as the “South Watershed” (See Figure 1).

LAND USE
Land use in each of the watersheds primarily consists of agricultural and residential land.
Table 1 summarizes the particular land uses in each of the watersheds. Figure 2 provides
a graphical representation of the land use information.
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Figure 1.
Watershed Location Map
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TABLE 1.
Summary of Land Use in the Lauderdale Lakes Study Watersheds
North Watershed
(acres)
0.42
0.44
4.78
12.18
73.24
38.37
129.43

Land Use
Roof
Driveways
Street
Landscaped
Agricultural
Undeveloped
Total

South Watershed
(acres)
2.13
1.92
1.95
30.12
22.43
5.22
63.77
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FIGURE 2.
Graphical representation of the Land Use in Lauderdale Lakes Study Watersheds

In addition, the North Watershed has 27.5 acres (out of the total of 73.24 acres) of
agricultural land that is currently in the federal Conservation Reserve Program and is not
farmed.

SOILS
The North and South Watersheds exist on many soil associations. The various soils are
summarized in Table 2:
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TABLE 2.
Summary of soil types in the North and South Watersheds

Soil Name
Casco Loam
Casco Loam
Casco-Fox Silt
Loams
Casco-Rodman
Complex
Fox Silt Loam
Fox Silt Loam
Fox Loam
Fox Silt Loam
Juneau Silt Loam
McHenry Silt Loam
McHenry Silt Loam
Miami Loam
Miami Loam
Miami Loam
Radford Silt Loam
Rodman-Casco
Complex
St. Charles Silt Loam
St. Charles Silt Loam

Soil
Abbrev
-iation
CeB2
CeD2

Slope %
2-6, Eroded
12-20, Eroded

Hydrologic Soil
Group
B
B

CIC2

6-12, Eroded

B

Ag, Res

CrE2
FsA
FsB
FoC2
FsC2
JuA
MpB
MpC2
MwD2
MxC2
MxD2
RaA
RsF

20-30, Eroded
0-2
2-6
6-12, Eroded
6-12, Eroded
1-3
2-6
6-12, Eroded
12-20, Eroded
6-12, Eroded
12-20, Eroded
0-3
30-45

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Ag, Res

0-2
2-6

B
B

SeA
SeB

Present in Present in
North
South
Watershed Watershed
Res
Res

Ag, Res
Ag, Res
Res
Ag
Res
Ag
Ag
Ag
Ag
Ag

Ag, Res

Ag

Res
Res
Ag, Res
Ag, Res

All soils in the study area are in the “B” hydrologic soil group. Soils classified in the “B”
group, as defined by the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS), have a
moderate infiltration rate when thoroughly wet. They consist chiefly of moderately deep
or deep, moderately well drained or well drained soils that have moderately fine texture
to moderately coarse texture. In addition, these soils have a moderate rate of water
transmission (USDA, 1971).

TOPOGRAPHY
The normal water surface elevation of Lauderdale Lakes is 884 feet MSL, according to
the USGS topographic map. Elevations in the North Watershed range from 884 feet to
approximately 1020 feet. Elevation in the South Watershed range from 884 feet to
approximately 970 feet. A brief description of the geology of the study area can be found
in Gain et. al. (1996)
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MODELING METHODS
SOURCE LOADING AND MANAGEMENT MODEL (SLAMM)
SLAMM is an urban nonpoint source water quality model. It was strictly developed for
modeling urban areas. The model is based on urban runoff monitoring conducted as part
of the Nationwide Urban Runoff Project (NURP). SLAMM has been expanded over the
years to include a wide variety of source area and outfall control practices. This program
can be used to model existing conditions of a drainage area and then add one or more
control practices such as; wet detention ponds, infiltration basins, street cleaning, catch
basin cleaning, grass swales, and/or porous pavement. Then the results can be compared
to see the reduction of pollutants found from the various control practices. As with any
modeling efforts is it always recommended to calibrate the modeling results with actual
field measured data. However, in this case detailed runoff and pollutant data is not
available for use in calibration.
This model calculates pollutants for a specific file of rainfall events. The 1981 rainfall
observed at the Milwaukee Nationwide Urban Runoff Project (NURP) sampling locations
was used in this modeling. This is considered to be an “average” rainfall year. The
program output consisted of total suspended sediment and total phosphorus in pounds for
the two watersheds.
The results of the Slamm modeling are summarized in Appendix A of this report.

UNIVERSAL SOIL LOSS EQUATION (USLE)
The USLE was used to calculate total soil loss from all agricultural fields. The USLE
was designed to predict the long-term average soil losses in runoff from field areas under
specified cropping and management systems (Shen, et. al. 1993). The USLE equation is
as follows:
A = R K LS C P
where:

A = total soil loss (tons/acre)
R = rainfall erodibility factor
K = soil erodibility factor (tons/acre)
LS = topographic factor
C = cropping-management factor
P = conservation practice factor

An average annual rainfall erodibility factor of 140 was used for the Lauderdale Lakes
area. This number was chosen from a map of rainfall erodibility factors developed by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978) for the continental United
States.
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The soil erodibility factors are published by the Natural Resource Conservation Service
for each soil type. A weighted soil erodibility factor was calculated for each agricultural
field.
The topographic factor is determined by first chosing a representative slope length and
slope of the agricultural field. These numbers were then used in a graph developed by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978) to find the
topographic factor.
The cropping-management factors and conservation practice factors were chosen from
tables published by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and were site specific to the
existing and alternative practices on each field. Actual factors chosen can be found in
Appendix A.
The USLE calculates the total amount of soil lost from the surface due to erosion.
However, it is desired to find the amount of sediment delivered to the watershed outlet.
To find this amount a simple relationship between drainage area and sediment delivery
ratio was used (Boyce 1975, Frenette et.al. 1987----reprinted in Shen et.al., 1993). The
relationship is as follows:

SDR = 0.31 At-0.3
where:
SDR = sediment delivery ratio
At = drainage area (mi2)
It can be seen in Appendix A that a sediment delivery ratio of 50% was calculated for the
North Watershed and 62% for the South Watershed.
The next step was to obtain the amount of total phosphorus in the soil delivered to the
watershed outlets. The Walworth County Land conservation office uses a conversion of
one pound of total phosphorus per ton of total sediment. This conversion was used in this
study.
The results of the USLE modeling are summarized in Appendix B of this report.
WATER QUALITY MODELING SUMMARY
Table 3 summarizes the results of the water quality modeling for the North and South
Watersheds under existing land use conditions.
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TABLE 3
Summary of Water Quality Modeling Results for Existing Conditions
Watershed
North Watershed
South Watershed
Total

Total Suspend Sediment
(lbs/yr)
514,257
162,993
677,250

Total Phosphorus
(lbs/yr)
273
103
376

GOALS OF THE SUGAR/HONEY CREEKS PRIORITY WATERSHED PROJECT
Lauderdale Lakes are located in the Sugar/Honey Creek Priority Watershed Project. The
watershed project is a state-funded program designed to control nonpoint source
pollution. The project, started in 1994, provides technical and financial assistance to
landowners in the 167-mile watershed. Lauderdale Lakes are located in the watershed
area. A Nonpoint Source Control Plan for the Sugar/Honey Creeks Priority Watershed
Project was published in 1997, and outlines specific pollution reduction goals for the
Lauderdale Lakes area. The goals are outlined in Table 4.
TABLE 4
Nonpoint Source Pollutant Reduction Goals for Lauderdale Lakes Area
Parameter
Sediment delivery
Gully erosion
Inlake phosphorus reduction

Goal
34%
5%
14%

Source: WDNR, et. al., 1997

The watershed plan recommended, in the Lauderdale Lakes, area that agricultural and
riparian residential areas be targeted for controls. The plan also recommended continued
inlake monitoring to assess the internal phosphorus loadings in all three lakes.

ALTERNATIVES
Various alternatives were analyzed in this study. Below is a brief summary of each
alternative broken down by study area. The results are summarized in Table 5.
NORTH WATERSHED

ALTERNATIVE 1: DO NOTHING
Under the do nothing alternative sediment and nutrient inputs to the lakes will remain the
same. Sediment will continue to build up in the lake. Nutrients washed in from runoff
will continue to feed algae and rooted aquatic plants. An estimated 514,257 lbs/yr of
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sediment and 273 lbs/yr of phosphorus would continue to enter the lake from the North
Watershed.

ALTERNATIVE 2: DETENTION/WETLAND TREATMENT
This alternative involves construction of a wet detention basin or wetland treatment
system to remove sediment and nutrients from the entire upper watershed. An ideal
location for the pond is on a vacant lot located in the Gladhurst Subdivision. The
location is where two tributaries come together (Figure 2). The detention facility would
treat approximately 90-acres of watershed. The pond would need a wet surface area of
1.7 acres to treat the runoff to a 90% suspended solids removal efficiency. This
alternative would reduce the suspended solids input to the lake from 514,257 lbs/yr to
56,226 lbs/yr, or a reduction of 458,031 lbs/yr. Phosphorus inputs would be reduced
from 273 lbs/yr to 129 lbs/yr, or a 53% reduction. Cost of this alternative is estimated at
$65,000 for construction and $40,000 for land acquisition.
A wetland treatment system was evaluated. The system would need a surface area of
approximately 3.4-acres, and would not fit on the available land. Therefore, a wetland
treatment system would not be feasible for the proposed site.

ALTERNATIVE 3: CONSERVATION COVER
This alternative modeled the watersheds placing all of the agricultural land in
conservation cover. This means that the agricultural land is retired from production and a
perennial vegetative cover is maintained over the soil (NRCS, NHCP, 1987). A complete
description can be found in Appendix C. Implementation of this practice would reduce
the sediment inputs by 468,000 lbs/yr to an input of 46,257 lbs/yr, or a 91% reduction.
Phosphorus inputs would be reduced from 273 lbs/yr to 39 lbs/yr, or a 86% reduction.
Cost of this alternative, following the federal Conservation Reserve Program prototype, is
estimated at $75 per acre. The total cost would be $5,475 per year if all the existing
agricultural lands in the North Watershed were placed in conservation cover.

ALTERNATIVE 4: RESIDUE MANAGEMENT
This alternative modeled the agricultural land as if farmers were practicing residue
management. Residue management is managing the amount, orientation and distribution
of crop and other plant residues on the soil surface year-round, while growing crops in
narrow slots or tilled strips in previously untilled soil and residue (NRCS, NHCP, 1994).
A complete description can be found in Appendix C. Implementation of this practice
would reduce the sediment inputs by 304,000 lbs/yr to an input of 210,257 lbs/yr, or a
59% reduction. Phosphorus inputs would be reduced from 273 lbs/yr to 121 lbs/yr, or a
56% reduction. Currently the Sugar/Honey Creek Priority Watershed Project is
providing an incentive to eligible farmers of approximately $18.50 per acre to implement
residue management. Using this incentive the cost of placing all of the agricultural land
in the North Watershed in residue management would be $1,350 per year.
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ALTERNATIVE 5: CONTOUR FARMING
This alternative modeled the agricultural land as if farmers were practicing contour
farming. Contour farming is sloping the land in such a way that preparing land, planting,
and cultivating are done on the contours (NRCS, NHCP, 1980). A complete description
can be found in Appendix C. Implementation of this practice would reduce the sediment
inputs from 514,257 lbs/yr to an input of 174,257 lbs/yr, or a 66% reduction. Phosphorus
inputs would be reduced from 273 lbs/yr to 103 lbs/yr, or a 62% reduction. Currently the
Sugar/Honey Creek Priority Watershed Project is providing an incentive to eligible
farmers of approximately $9.00 per acre to implement contour farming. Using this
incentive the cost of placing all of the agricultural land in the North Watershed in contour
farming would be $660.00 per year.

ALTERNATIVE 6: CONTOUR STRIPS
This alternative modeled the agricultural land as if farmers were using contour strips.
Contour strips are narrow strips of perennial, herbaceous vegetative cover established
across the slope and alternated down the slope with wider cropped strips (NRCS, NHCP,
1997). A complete description can be found in Appendix C. Implementation of this
practice would reduce the sediment inputs from 514,257 lbs/yr to an input of 140,257
lbs/yr, or a 73% reduction. Phosphorus inputs would be reduced from 273 lbs/yr to 86
lbs/yr, or a 68% reduction. Currently the Sugar/Honey Creek Priority Watershed Project
is providing an incentive to eligible farmers of approximately $13.50 per acre to
implement contour strips. Using this incentive the cost of placing all of the agricultural
land in the North Watershed in contour strips would be $990.00 per year.

ALTERNATIVE 7: GRASSED WATERWAY
A grassed waterway is a wide, shallow, sod lined channel designed to safely convey
water during heavy rainfall. Grassed waterways are used to prevent the formation of
gullies. Figure 4 illustrates the typical cross-section of a grassed waterway. Gully erosion
is not estimated by the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE), therefore, the exact
sediment and phosphorus reductions by implementation of this management practice are
not known. To protect the grass waterway from high flows during heavy rains, it is
recommended that a detention basin be constructed at the upstream area (Figure 2). Cost
of a grassed waterway is approximately $2.00 per lineal foot. Approximately 1,000 lineal
feet of waterway is needed, for a cost of $2,000. A detention basin would cost
approximately $20,000.

ALTERNATIVE 8: CONSERVATION EASEMENTS
Just upstream of the lake, the tributary channel drains through a steep wooded ravine.
The ravine is located within a residential development, known as the Gladhurst
subdivision (see Figure 2). The tributary runs along several lots. The most important lots
are numbers 11, 12, 13, and 14 on the plat. The ravine is a very steep forested area where
some erosion has begun. A 20-foot drainage easement currently exists on some of the
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lots. If these lots were developed and the trees were cut down it may make the banks
very unstable and susceptible to erosion. To protect the ravine a conservation easement
should acquired on all of the steep slope areas. The following is a list of activities that
should be prohibited in the easement:
1. Removal of any vegetation, including trees and shrubs.
2. Runoff from driveways, roofs, and patios should not be drained into the ravine,
except through a engineered waterway or pipe to prevent gully erosion.
3. The stream channel should not be relocated. The channel has stabilized itself through
years of self-armoring. Disturbance of the channel could damage the natural
protection features and cause severe erosion.
The lots along the ravine are currently listed for $26,500 by Remax Realty. The value of
a conservation easement would need to be determined by a licensed appraiser. For the
purpose of this study a cost of $20,000 for an easement on the four critical lots was
assumed.
SOUTH WATERSHED
ALTERNATIVE 1: DO NOTHING
Under the do nothing alternative sediment and nutrient inputs to the lakes will remain the
same. Sediment will continue to build up in the lake. Nutrients washed in from runoff
will continue to feed algae and rooted aquatic plants. An estimated 162,993 lbs/yr of
sediment and 103 lbs/yr of phosphorus would continue to enter the lake from the North
Watershed.

ALTERNATIVE 2: DETENTION/WETLAND TREATMENT
The South Watershed was evaluated for installation of a wet detention pond. A pond
designed to treat the entire South Watershed would need approximately 0.7 acres in wet
surface area with 3 feet of depth. Installation of a wet detention pond would reduce the
sediment inputs from 162,993, lbs/yr to an input of 17,198 lbs/yr, or a 89% reduction.
Phosphorus inputs would be reduced from 103 lbs/yr to 49 lbs/yr, or a 52% reduction. A
pond located at the lower end of the basin on a vacant lot on the corner of Plantation
Road and Bay Circle was first evaluated. Based on field visits it was determined that only
a portion of the watershed could be diverted into this property. It was concluded that a
detention pond designed to treat the entire watershed, including the residential and
agricultural areas, was not feasible based on the existing drainage and level of
development in the lower watershed.
Construction of a detention pond on the agricultural field was determined to be
technically feasible and would need a wet surface area of approximately 0.5 acres. The
pond would reduce the sediment loadings to 60,657 lbs/yr or an 88% reduction in total
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loadings. The estimated cost of wet detention basin in the south watershed is estimated at
$50,000.

ALTERNATIVE 3: CONSERVATION COVER
This alternative modeled the watersheds placing all of the agricultural land in
conservation cover. This means that the agricultural land is retired from production and a
perennial vegetative cover is maintained over the soil (NRCS, NHCP, 1987). A complete
description can be found in Appendix C. Implementation of this practice would reduce
the sediment inputs from 162,993 lbs/yr to an input of 8,993 lbs/yr, or a 94% reduction.
Phosphorus inputs would be reduced from 103 lbs/yr to 26 lbs/yr, or a 75% reduction.
Cost of this alternative, following the federal Conservation Reserve Program prototype, is
estimated at $75 per acre. The total cost would be $1,682.25 per year if all the existing
agricultural lands in the South Watershed were placed in conservation cover.

ALTERNATIVE 4: RESIDUE MANAGEMENT
This alternative modeled the agricultural land as if farmers were practicing residue
management. Residue management is managing the amount, orientation and distribution
of crop and other plant residues on the soil surface year-round, while growing crops in
narrow slots or tilled strips in previously untilled soil and residue (NRCS, NHCP, 1994).
A complete description can be found in Appendix C. Implementation of this practice
would reduce the sediment inputs from 162,993 lbs/yr to an input of 62,993 lbs/yr, or a
61% reduction. Phosphorus inputs would be reduced from 103 lbs/yr to 53 lbs/yr, or a
49% reduction. Currently the Sugar/Honey Creek Priority Watershed Project is
providing an incentive to eligible farmers of approximately $18.50 per acre to implement
residue management. Using this incentive the cost of placing all of the agricultural land
in the South Watershed in residue management would be $415.00 per year.

ALTERNATIVE 5: CONTOUR FARMING
This alternative modeled the agricultural land as if farmers were practicing contour
farming. Contour farming is sloping the land in such a way that preparing land, planting,
and cultivating are done on the contours (NRCS, NHCP, 1980). A complete description
can be found in Appendix C. Implementation of this practice would reduce the sediment
inputs from 162,993 lbs/yr to an input of 58,993 lbs/yr, or a 64% reduction. Phosphorus
inputs would be reduced from 103 lbs/yr to 51 lbs/yr, or a 50% reduction. Currently the
Sugar Creek Priority Watershed Project is providing an incentive to eligible farmers of
approximately $9.00 per acre to implement contour farming. Using this incentive the
cost of placing all of the agricultural land in the South Watershed in contour farming
would be $200.00 per year.
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ALTERNATIVE 6: CONTOUR STRIPS
This alternative modeled the agricultural land as if farmers were using contour strips.
Contour strips are narrow strips of perennial, herbaceous vegetative cover established
across the slope and alternated down the slope with wider cropped strips (NRCS, NHCP,
1997). A complete description can be found in Appendix C. Implementation of this
practice would reduce the sediment inputs from 162,993 lbs/yr to an input of 44,993
lbs/yr, or a 72% reduction. Phosphorus inputs would be reduced from 103 lbs/yr to 44
lbs/yr, or a 57% reduction. Currently the Sugar Creek Priority Watershed Project is
providing an incentive to eligible farmers of approximately $13.50 per acre to implement
contour strips. Using this incentive the cost of placing all of the agricultural land in the
South Watershed in contour strips would be $303.00 per year.

ALTERNATIVE 7: LAKE BUFFER STRIPS
Lake buffer strips are grassed areas along the lake that are allowed to be left un-mowed.
The strip of taller grass has the ability to absorb more nutrients than mowed turf and
allows the grass to establish a deeper root system, decreasing shore erosion. Riparian
properties make up less than 1% of the sediment and phosphorus export from the South
Watershed. Therefore lake buffer strips will provide limited water quality benefits.
However, lake buffer strips do provide important wildlife habitat benefits that make them
worth implementing.

ALTERNATIVE 8: PUBLIC EDUCATION ON LAWN CARE
The South Watershed includes 42 residential lots. Each of these lots is maintained with a
turf lawn. Control of fertilizer runoff is important to protecting the lake. While the
residential areas contribute only 3% of the sediment load from the South Watershed, they
contribute 23% of the phosphorus loading. An education program on fertilizer
management could help control a significant source of nutrients to the lake. The
following is a list of things local residents can do to reduce the runoff of fertilizers:
1.

Have the soil tested for its nutrient needs and follow the recommendations of
the test. The University Extension provides soil testing at a nominal fee
through the Walworth County Extension Office.

2.

Apply fertilizer in several small applications throughout the summer instead
of applying the entire dose for the year in one application. Never apply more
than is recommended on the manufacturer's label.

3.

Leave grass clippings on the lawn. This is equal to one fertilizer application
per year.

4.

Water the lawn after fertilizing, but do not over water, allowing the water to
runoff into the ditch or street.

5.

Any fertilizer spilled on roads or sidewalks should be promptly cleaned.
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6.

Never apply fertilizer to frozen ground.

7.

Along ditches, and waterways leave a buffer strip that is not fertilized.

Additional information on safe lawn care can be found in Appendix D of this report. The
Lauderdale Lake Management District is planning a public education program on lawn
care to begin in the summer of 1998.

ALTERNATIVE 9: DEVELOPMENT CONTROLS
The agricultural area in the South Watershed has recently been sold to a land developer.
As of the date of this report the area has not been recorded with Walworth County. The
property is currently zoned A-3, agricultural land holding, by the county and township. It
is assumed that the property will be developed as residential land use. If the area is
converted from tilled field to residential lots it is predicted that the sediment loadings
from the agricultural field will drop from the current 150,000 lbs. per year to
approxiemntaly 3,000 lbs. per year. Phosphorus loadings will drop from 79 lbs. per year
to an estimated 13 lbs. per year, depending on the density of development. The
reductions in sediment and phosphorus are caused by conversion of the tilled fields to
residential lawns.
While conversion of the agricultural area to residential land use should reduce the amount
of sediment and phosphorus entering the lake, other pollutants associated with urban
development may increase. Petroleum hydrocarbons, heavy metal, and fecal coliforms
are examples of pollutants that may increase without adequate stormwater controls. A
stormwater management system that addresses water quality should be installed with any
proposed development for the site. If the area is developed as low density residential on
large lots, the stormwater system should include grassed waterways and infiltration
systems. If a clustered development of higher density lots is developed, wet detention
may need to be incorporated into the design. The Lauderdale Lakes Management District
should work with Walworth County and the Town of Sugar Creek to assure that adequate
stormwater controls are incorporated into the final design of any proposed development.

RESULTS
As previously stated, total suspended sediment and total phosphorus loads were
calculated for both the North and the South watersheds. A summary of both watersheds
for existing conditions and various alternatives and their respective reductions in loadings
are shown in Table 5.
The total phosphorus loadings calculated here are higher than what was calculated in the
USGS report. One reason is that the drainage areas are different. The North Watershed
is roughly 50 acres larger than in the USGS report and the South Watershed is roughly 15
acres smaller. Watershed delineation’s for this study were based on field surveys.
Another reason for the difference between the loadings calculated in the USGS report and
this study is that the USGS study is for a particular year with precisely measured climatic
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data (i.e., precipitation, evaporation, etc.), and this study is based on a year with longterm average climatic conditions. In addition, completely different modeling techniques
were used to model the watersheds.

RECOMMENDATIONS
FINAL RECOMMENDATION
Modeling results were discussed at a meeting with three representatives from the
Lauderdale Lakes Management District; Scott Mason, Jerry Peterson, and WallyYandel,
in addition to Bob Wakeman, DNR, and Neal O’Reilly and Tracy Seidel from Hey and
Associates, Inc. Our firm also discussed results at a meeting with three representatives
from the Walworth County Land Conservation office (WCLC); Brian Semeta, David
Duwe, and Faye Anderson. Technical, political, and financial suggestions by all parties
were taken into consideration in our final recommendation. Several recommendations
will also be made simply based on field observations. Recommendations and the
recommended implementation schedule are summarized in Table 6. Figures 2 and 3
show the location of the water quality alternatives, for the North and South Watersheds
respectively, and priority listing.
NORTH WATERSHED
First Priority - The first priority is the construction of a wetland/detention facility on lot
1 in the Gladhurst Subdivision (see Figure 2). A problem with this recommendation is
that the lot has recently been sold. Therefore it is recommended that the Lake District
identify who the new owner of the lot is and see it they are aware the ephemeral stream
runs through the center of the lot. The plat map shows a drainage easement close to the
east side of the property, whereas, the actual waterway is further to the west. If the new
owners are not aware of the waterway, they may be willing to re-sell the lot. Remax
Realty stated that the lot sold for $39,000. The cost of this recommendation, if the land is
available, is $65,000 for the construction of the pond, and approximately $42,000 for the
land, for a total of $105,000.
Second Priority - The second priority would be to install a grass waterway along the
west side of agricultural field west of HWY 12 (see Figure 2). This was a suggestion by
Brian Semeta from the WCLC. Additional field survey would be required to identify the
exact location of the waterway to fit it into the site’s contours. To protect the waterway
during heavy rainfall a detention facility should be constructed upstream of a steep
section of field to allow the runoff to be safely metered. Cost of this recommendation is
$2,000 for 1,000-feet of waterway, and $20,000 for the construction of the detention
pond, for a total cost of $22,000.
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Table 5.
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Figure 2.
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Figure 3.
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Third Priority- The Third priority is to initiate conversation with the landowners of the
two agricultural field East of HWY 12 and 8 regarding the use of conservation tillage
(Figure 2). A letter has recently been sent by the Walworth County Land Conservation
Department asking these landowners if they would be interested in being contacted with
more information. Cost share incentives from the priority watershed project may be
available for these properties.
Fourth Priority - The forth priority is to obtain conservation easements on the
residential lots along the ravine area.
Fifth Priority - The last priority is to follow through on the re-enrollment of agricultural
field located at the north side of the watershed in the conservation reserve program
(Figure 2). WCLC stated that this landowner was interested in re-enrollment.
Additional recommendations based on field observations are to rake the leaves out of the
downstream end of the tributary. When the site was visited the channel had many leaves
in it which would be washed directly into the lake during a large rainfall event. An
additional source of sediment is the unpaved road in the Gladhurst subdivision. During
large rainfall events sediment may wash directly into the tributary. It may be desirable to
pave this roadway.
SOUTH WATERSHED
As discussed above the South Watershed maybe in a period of land use transition. The
agricultural field in the watershed has recently been sold for potential development.
Therefore, the following recommendations will be prioritized based on the sequencing of
the potential land use changes.
First Priority - The first priority is to discuss with the current owner of the agricultural
area if they would manage the field in conservation tillage until such time it is developed.
Conservation tillage, or residue management, would reduce sediment loadings from the
watershed by 61% and phosphorus by 49%. Currently the Sugar/Honey Creek Priority
Watershed Project is providing an incentive to eligible farmers of approximately $18.50
per acre to implement residue management. Due to its relatively flat topography, the
field would not be eligible for cost share funds from the watershed project. Using the
state incentive cost, placement of the watershed’s portion of the agricultural field in
residue management is estimated at $415.00 per year and would need to be implemented
by the lake management district. Contacts with the landowner should be coordinated
with the Walworth County Land Conservation Department.
Second Priority – The second priority is to begin discussions with Walworth County,
Town of Sugar Creek and the land developer of the proposed new development to
identify development standards and stormwater treatment practices that will protect the
quality of the lake. The lake management district should contact the county and township
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stating their concerns and interest in participating in the planning discussions with the
developer.
Third Priority – The third priority is to begin a public education program on proper
lawn care. Educational materials are available from the WDNR and University of
Wisconsin. Additional material is located in Appendix D of this report.
Fourth Priority- The fourth priority is to begin a public education program on the
establishment of lake side buffers. An educational brochure on the benefits lake side
buffers should be developed and distributed to each lake resident.
TABLE 6
Summary of Recommendations
Recommendation
North Watershed

Cost

Schedule

Implementing Body

1. Wet detention facility

$105.000

Spring 1999

2. Grassed waterway/detention basin
3. Conservation easements

$2,000
$20,000

Spring 1999
Fall 1998

$1,350/yr

Spring 1999

Lauderdale Lake
Management District
WCLD and landowner
Lauderdale Lake
Management District
Lauderdale Lake
Management District,
WCLD and landowner

$415/yr

Spring 1999

2. Zoning restrictions and stormwater
management requirements on new
residential development.
3. Education program on lawn care

$0

-

When
development
is proposed
Spring 1998

4. Education program on establishment
of lake buffer strips

-

Summer 1998

4. Conservation tillage

South Watershed
1. Conservation tillage

Lauderdale Lake
Management District,
WCLD and landowner
Walworth County and
Town of LaGrange.
Lauderdale Lake
Management District
Lauderdale Lake
Management District

FUTURE WATERSHED MONITORING
Success of the watershed nonpoint source program can only truly be determined through
runoff monitoring. It is recommended that a monitoring station be established on the
North Watershed to document changes over time and to help refine implementation of the
watershed project. To establish a monitoring recommendation Bob Wakeman (WDNR)
and representatives from the U.S. Geological Survey; Herb Garn and Bill Rose were
contacted. From these meetings it was determined that the North tributary could be
continuously monitored for flow and pollutants. A monitoring station could be
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established at a driveway culvert just upstream from Green Lake as shown on Figure 3.
The monitoring station should monitor steam flows, and sediment and phosphorus
loadings. It was determined that it would not be feasible to monitor the south tributary.
The cost of monitoring the North Tributary for a five-year period is estimated at $66,793.
To complement the runoff monitoring it is important to have good rainfall and climatic
data. Therefore it is recommended that the Lauderdale Lake Management District install
a weather station on the golf course. This station would serve to collect local temperature
and precipitation records. This data will be useful while analyzing any flow or water
quality data collected on the lake or in the various tributaries to predict trends.
As identified in the introduction to this report, 75% of the surface runoff that enters
Lauderdale Lakes comes from sheet flow. Much of the sheet flow is directly off
residential lawns adjacent to the lake. To better understand the significance of the lawns
as a pollution source it is recommended that a study of lawn runoff be conducted. The
study should document typical pollutant export and the impacts of various management
activities. The USGS has estimated the cost of a two year lawn study to be $30,204.

FUNDING SOURCES
Potential funding sources for implementation of the above recommendations are available
from two state and two federal funding programs, the Lauderdale Lakes Management
District, and private landowners. Table 7 summarizes the potentially eligible activities
under each of the potential state and federal funding sources.
TABLE 7
Potential State and Federal Funding Sources and Eligible Activities
Program

Cost Share
Rate
50 to 100%

Wisconsin Nonpoint Source Priority
Watershed Program

Wisconsin Lake Protection Grant Program

75%

USDA Conservation Reserve Program
U. S. Geological Survey Cooperative
Program Matching Funds

100%
30%

Eligible Activities in Plan
Wet detention facility,
grassed waterway,
conservation tillage, and
conservation easements.
Wet detention facility,
grassed waterway,
conservation tillage,
conservation easements,
public education, and
ordinance development.
Conservation Cover
Watershed and lake
monitoring

The Wisconsin Nonpoint Source Priority Watershed Program is administered through the
Sugar/ Honey Creeks Priority Watershed project. For Calendar year 1998, the priority
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watershed program is out of money and is not signing up any new landowners to
participate in the grant program. Money may be available in calendar year 1999.
Table 8 outlines the recommended funding sources for implementation of this plan.
TABLE 8
Recommended Funding Sources
Recommendation
North Watershed
1. Wet detention facility

2. Grassed waterway/detention basin

3. Conservation easements

4. Conservation tillage
5. Watershed Monitoring
(5-year period)

Cost

Funding Source

$105.000

Wisconsin Lake Protection Grant
Program and Lauderdale Lakes
Management District
$2,000
Wisconsin Lake Protection Grant
Program and Lauderdale Lakes
Management District
$20,000 Wisconsin Lake Protection Grant
Program and Lauderdale Lakes
Management District
$1,350/yr Wisconsin Nonpoint Source Priority
Watershed Program
$66,793 U. S. Geological Survey Cooperative
Program Matching Funds, Wisconsin
Lake Protection Grant Program and
Lauderdale Lakes Management
District

South Watershed
1. Conservation tillage

$415/yr

2. Zoning restrictions and stormwater
management requirements on new
residential development.
3. Education program on lawn care

$0

4. Education program on establishment
of lake buffer strips

-

-

Lauderdale Lakes Management
District
N/A

Lauderdale Lakes Management
District
Lauderdale Lakes Management
District

Lake Watershed Wide
1. Lawn runoff study

$30,204

U. S. Geological Survey Cooperative
Program Matching Funds, Wisconsin
Lake Protection Grant Program and
Lauderdale Lakes Management
District
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PERMITS
Implementation of the above plan may require the acquisition of regulatory permits. The
following is an overview of activities and the associated permit that may be required.
TABLE 9
Activities that May Require Regulatory Permits
Recommendation
North Watershed
1. Wet detention facility
2. Grassed waterway/detention basin

Permit
Chapter 30
Erosion
Control

Regulatory Agency
Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources
Walworth County

South Watershed
None
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